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Random Lines in a Plane 
R. E. MILES 
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P.O. Box 4, Canberra, A.C.T. 2600, Australia 
The probability distributions (defined in an ergodic sense) of various 
aggregates of random convex polygons determined by the standard isotropic 
Poisson line process in the plane are investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Systems of random lines in the plane with random positions and 
orientations are of obvious interest, as are the manifold random polygons 
which they determine. There is a particularly simple such system possess- 
ing the fundamental properties of stochastic homogeneity and isotropy- 
the Poisson system. (This system almost surely has no pair of parallel 
lines. It still appears to be an open question whether there exists any 
other homogeneous and isotropic line process with almost surely no 
pair of parallel lines.) 
These random polygons were first discussed by Goudsmit [6] in 1945, 
although they had attracted the attention of several other workers 
during the prior wartime period. Mention should also be made of a 
pioneering work [23] of Santa16 in 1941, concerned, however, only 
with a finite number of random chords of a bounded convex planar 
set. In 1964, nearly twenty years after Goudsmit’s note, there appeared 
a paper by Richards [22] and this author’s brief summary articles [12], 
the latter based in part on his unpublished 1961 doctoral thesis [ll]. 
Plans “to give a detailed account of the two-dimensional case together 
with these generalizations in future papers in the statistical journals” 
[12] have so far resulted in [13, 15-171. Fresh interest in this and related 
topics has recently been shown by RCnyi and Sulanke [21], Schmidt [26], 
Santa16 and Yafiez [25], and Solomon and Wang [27]. Interest has 
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also been shown in planar line processes in their own right by Bartlett 
[2], Davidson [4, 51, Krickeberg [8, 91, and Papangelou [20]. 
In parts, the approach in this paper is heuristic. However, matters 
of rigor are now being treated in full generality (i.e., for multidimensional, 
anisotropic, Poisson systems of “thick” flats and hyperplanes) in the 
series “Poisson flats in Euclidean spaces” [13, 17, 191. The down- 
grading here of such points has allowed this paper, appropriately in 
this “practical” planar case, to be both shorter and more readable. 
For additional brevity, only the simplest case, that of isotropic Poisson 
lines of zero thickness, is considered. This paper may be regarded as 
the analog, for random lines in the plane, of [14] for random points 
in the plane. The overlap with the series “Poisson flats in Euclidean 
spaces” is slight, for the emphasis here is on those results which depend 
upon the relative simplicity of the plane. 
The present theory is needed as groundwork for a paper in preparation 
by Crain and Miles [3] describing a Monte Carlo study of the basic 
polygon aggregate (Y*) considered here. 
Summary 
First (Sections 2 and 3), N-figures are defined as ordered sets of N 
lines in the plane, and various forms of their joint invariant density, 
in the sense of integral geometry, are derived. Of particular interest 
are N-figures whose component lines bound convex N-gons (Section 4). 
Next (Section 5), the ergodic properties of the aggregates of N-figures 
and N-gons generated by the lines of the isotropic planar Poisson 
line process 2 are determined. Various interesting aggregates of random 
polygons are generated by &?, the basic one being the tessellation Y* 
into which the plane is “chopped” by LZ’; a form of the ergodic distribu- 
tion of Y’* is derived, and the corresponding distributions of other 
aggregates expressed in terms of this distribution (Sections 6 and 7). 
All first and second order moments of the number N of sides (or 
vertices), the perimeter S and the area A for the members of 8* are 
derived (Section 8). Certain correlations between neighbouring polygons 
of g* (Section 9), and then certain topological types of polygon 
aggregates (Section lo), are investigated. The point process of vertices, 
that is the intersection points of pairs of lines of _lio, is briefly considered 
(Section 11). A complete discussion of the triangles and intriangles of 
8” is given (Section 12), and their and other random triangle distribu- 
tions are compared (Appendix B). Certain “stochastic constructions” 
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of some types of random polygon are given (Section 13) and applied 
(Section 14). A key ergodic theorem is stated (Appendix A). 
Preliminaries 
The basic space of interest is the plane R2. Lower case and capital 
boldface type are reserved for points in, and subsets of, R2, respectively. 
The origin is denoted by 0, and the vector from x to y by xy. Occa- 
sionally, the usual Cartesian coordinates (x, y) in R2 are used. The 
boundary of X C R2 is denoted by 3X, the (closed) disc of center c 
and radius q by Q(c, q), and Q(q) is shorthand for Q(0, q). 
For t = (tl ,..., tn) E Rn, the n-dimensional interval with opposite 
vertices t and t + 6t is also denoted by St, and sometimes by S(t, ,..., tn) 
to emphasize the constitution of t. 1 St 1 is the n-dimensional volume 
content n: 1 Sti j Of St. j St 1 -+ 0 denotes any limiting process 
1 St, ( --f o,..., 1 St,, j -+ 0 in which min ( Sti 1 > 0 and max ( Sti ( -+ 0. 
Lines in R2 are parametrized by (p, IV), the polar coordinates of the 
foot of the perpendicular from 0 to the line; the corresponding range 
is the strip n = {(p, f?): -CO < p < OC), 0 < ti < ~1. For X C R2, 
we write j-J {X> for the subset of JJ corresponding to lines which “hit” X 
( i.e., whose intersections with X are nonvoid). 
The invariant density element for lines (in the sense of integral 
geometry, i.e., invariant under Euclidean motions [24]) is dp de. If 
0 < JJntx) dp db’ < 00, then a (uniform isotropic) random secant of X 
is the intersection of X with a random line having probability element 
dp delJJnixt dp de on II ix> (and zero elsewhere); for convex sets K, 
this element becomes dp dB/S{K}. F or the interesting properties of 
such secants, some of which are needed here, see [7, Chapter 31. 
The standard Poisson line process 9 in R2 of intensity T is that 
line process corresponding to a Poisson point process of constant 
intensity 7/n. in n. It possesses the following fundamental properties 
[17]. It is stochastically homogeneous and isotropic in R2 (i.e., 
stochastically invariant under arbitrary translations and rotations). For 
every convex set K C Rz, the number H(K) of lines of 9 hitting K has 
a Poisson (rS{K}/n) distribution; moreover, given H(K) = H, the 
intersections of these H lines with K are conditionally independent 
random secants of K. For later uniformity of notation, we write H,(q) 
for H(Q(q)}. Each 1 ine in R2 intersects the lines of 5? in a Poisson 
point process of intensity 2 7 n; 1 this property also holds for the intersec- 
tion of a line of 9 with the other lines of 9. We follow [12] in our 
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use of T; it plays the same role as p in the series “Poisson flats in 
Euclidean spaces” when s = 1 and d = 2. The main abuse of notation 
below is the use off(*) for the p.d.f. of *, rather than for a specific 
function. 
2. THE GEOMETRY OF N-FIGURES AND N-CIRCUITS 
An N-figure is defined as an ordered set of N distinct (nonoriented) 
lines L, ,..., L, in R2 having general intersection, in the sense that no 
two are parallel and no three have a common point (N > 2). Thus, 
in general a set of N lines in R2 generates N! distinct N-figures. 
We parametrize 2-figures by 
where z is the point L, r\ L, , and (pi , Oi) parametrizes Li . 
The following quantities are only defined for N 3 3. Writing 
{zJ = LieI n Li (; = l,..., N; L, = LN), the N-circuit associated with 
an N-figure is the sequence of N vectors z1z2 , z2z3 ,..., zNzl . Note that, 
conversely, knowledge of an N-circuit implies knowledge of the 
associated N-figure. We write Li for the length of ZiZi+l , and & for 
the anticlockwise angle through which O(zi - zi-r) must be rotated to 
have the same direction in the total angle 27r as O(zi+r - zJ. Thus, 
Li > 0 and 0 < & < 2n (i = I,..., N)-see Fig. 1. 2N parameters are 
FIG. 1. The parameters used to specify N-figures and N-circuits. 
required to specify N-figures or N-circuits. Natural parametrizations are 
(fb > O1 b.*; PN > ON> (2.2) 
607/10/z-7 
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(Zl ,..*, ZN). (2.3) 
However, in order to be able to apply the ergodic theory of [17], we 
need a parametrization in which 2N - 2 parameters determine the 
N-figure up to a translation, the coordinates of the latter being the 
remaining two parameters. (2.1) suffices for this purpose when N = 2, 
and such a parametrization valid for N > 3 is 
5 = 4N = (z; 4 L, , 42, L, , +3 ,..., +N-l , .k,), (2.4) 
where z E z1 and 0 (0 < 6’ < 2~) is the polar angle of O(z, - z,), i.e., 
the anticlockwise angle made with the x-axis; z and B determine the 
location and orientation, respectively, of the N-figure or N-circuit. 
Note how the components of 5 may be used sequentially to construct 
the N-circuit and how, ignoring null sets, the range of t; is the product 
range of its components. It is convenient to write 5 alternatively as 
(z, 0, 5) and (z, ~4, where 
and 
6 = 5N = (Ll , $2 ,a.-> $N-1 ,LN-1) 
?1 = 77N = (6-h , 42 ,...,h ,L,-,). 
The discarded Li and q$ variables are &., , L, and 4, , each of 
may be expressed as a function of 5 by means of the relations 
N-l 
L, cos $bl = -L, - c L, cos(& + ... + &), 
2 
N-l 
LN sin 4, = C Li sin($, + ... + $i>, 
2 
f c$~ = 0 (mod 2~). 
Of course, 0 < L, < S/2 (i = l,..., N), where S = CCL, . 
3. THE INTEGRAL GEOMETRY OF N-FIGURES 
which 
(2.5) 
The invariant density element for lines in R2 is dp de [24, p. 1 l]. 
The corresponding product density element for N-figures with respect 
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to the parametrization (2.2) is J’Jc dpi de%, where in fact JJf represents 
the modulus of an exterior differential product. 
With respect to the parametrization (2.1), this takes the form 
I sin(0, - O,)( U(z) d0, do, , (3.1) 
where d/l(z) denotes the area element at z [24, relation (4.2)]. 
In the case N > 3, we now apply Jacobian transformation techniques 
to express the corresponding element first with respect to the valid 
parametrization 
5’ = (z, 6 $1 ,Ll ,-.,-k-2 I h-l), (3.2) 
then with respect to (2.3), and finally with respect to 5. We use the 
“conditional probability” type properties of Jacobian transformations, 
see [18, Section 21. First [24, (4.2)], 
dp, d0, dp, do, = / sin & / dA(z) d0 d& . (3.3) 
Next [24, (2.12)], 
4, de, I LN , Ll = I sin A I dLl dh 
dpNel dONeI ( L, , L, ,..., LN--2 2 I sin rjN-r I dL,-, d&.--l . 
Combining (3.3) and (3.4), 
(3.4) 
$ dpi dei = d<’ 5 ( sin 4i I. 
1 
For the transition from (3.2) to (2.3), we have 
dA(z,) j z1 = L, dL, de 
W4 I ~1, zz = L, dL, d+, 
dA(zN-l) 1 Z1 ,..., z&L-2 =iz LN-~ dL,-, d$N--2 , 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
and simple geometrical argument gives 
d&v) 1 21 ,.--, ZN-1 = VW-, d’#N--1)&v %)l/ sin +N /. (3.7) 
Equations (3.5)-(3.7) combine to yield the basic “symmetric” Jacobian 
transformation formula 
$Li dpi dBi = 6 1 sin $i ) dA(z,) (3.8) 
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relating N-sets of lines (N-figures) and N-sets of points in R2; this is 
a specifically two-dimensional formula with no apparent natural gen- 
eralization to higher dimensions. Finally, we make the transition from 
(2.3) to (2.4). Here (3.6) is supplemented by 
d&N) I 21 ,.--, ZN-1 = LN-1 d-k, d&--l 9 
and so, by (3.8), 
where 
u(t) = Lil fi 1 sin qSi ) ; 
1 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
here LN and +r may be expressed in terms of 8 by means of (2.5). 
4. THE CONVEX CASE 
The vectors of an N-circuit bound a convex region iff N = 3 or, for 
N > 4, 0 < $i < 7~ (i = l,..., N) and x.,“q$ = 27~, or n < & < 27~ 
(i = l,..., N) and C,“+i = 2(N - 1)7r, these two cases corresponding 
to anticlockwise and clockwise circuits, respectively. The open convex 
region so bounded we shall describe as an N-sided polygon or N-gon 
(actually the openness in this definition is of no consequence later). 
Thus, each N-gon is bounded by the lines of N! distinct N-figures, 
and by the vectors of 2N distinct N-circuits. The subset (71)~~~) 
corresponding to anticlockwise convex N-circuits, of the entire q-space, 
{Tlfig Y may be specified sequentially as follows. 
0 ,( 6 < 2m; (4-l) 
O<L,<co; 
0 <& <n; 
O<L,<co; 
0 < C& < C& , where C& is the angle at which Li contains z; 
O<Li<LL,,where&iscoif+,+...++i<?r,andthelength 
along Li from zi to Li n L, if not (i = 3,..., N - 1). I 
(4.2) 
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To parametrize an N-gon, we use the 5 parametrization of the 
associated anticlockwise N-circuit whose z point is the lowest extreme 
polygon vertex, i.e., the vertex with least ordinate y (if there should 
be two extreme polygon vertices, then the one with least abscissa x 
is taken as z)-see Fig. 2. Thus, the space {v>,,,i of N-gons is the subset 
FIG. 2. The (‘-parametrization of a 5-gon. 
of {q}fig specified by (4.1), (4.2), and 
0 < % ($1. (4.3) 
In principle the area A of an N-gon may be expressed in terms of 5 
by triangulation, e.g., A = iL,L, sin& when N = 3; however, for 
general N the formula seems unavoidably complex. 
5. ERGODIC PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS AGGREGATES OF 
RANDOM FIGURES AND POLYGONS GENERATED BY THE 
ISOTROPIC POISSON LINE PROCESS 9' 
Denote by A$,, the aggregate of N-figures determined by di” (N >, 2). 
In view of (3.8) and the independence properties of Poisson processes, 
the probability that some member of 9N has its successive vertices in the 
area elements dA(zl),..., dA(z,) is (T/T)” nrL$ j sin & / dA(z) (N 3 3), 
with a corresponding probability derived from (3.1) when N = 2. 
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For N > 3, let H,(p, 6~) be the number of members of J& having 
z E Q(q) and v-value in the (notionally small) interval 6~ (cf. Section I), 
and define Ha@, 6(8, , 0,)) analogously. Specializing the result (4.29T) 
of [17] to this case by means of (3.9), we have the ergodic limit 
fJN(% S,)h2 - (MN 40 I 617 I + o(l srl I) (N > 3) (5-l) 
a.s. (almost surely) as q + CO. (The order here is: first q --+ 03, then 
1 6~ 1 + 0). Using (3.1) rather than (3.9), we have 
H2(q, W1 9 e2>)/@ - (+>2 I W% - S,)l I Wl , o,)l + 4 W, , 0,))) (5.2) 
a.s. as q--t 00. It follows that, in the sense of [17, pp. 20-211, the 
ergodic density of 77 for the members of L&, is (up to an arbitrary constant 
factor) V(E). Since the integral of v(t) over Crl}iip diverges, the density 
is not normalizable to a p.d.f. However, normalization is possible when 
N = 2, the ergodic joint p.d.f. being 
(277-l ) sin(k), - e,)l (0 G 4 ,e, < 4. (5.3) 
This is the joint density of the orientations of the two lines intersecting 
in a “random vertex.” Note that the corresponding distribution is not 
jointly independent uniform, as the independence and isotropy might 
lead one to suppose. 
The limit (5.1), restricted from {q)ris to {T},,, , governs the aggregate 
Y,,, of N-gons generated by _Lp, in which case we may drop the modulus 
bars from I-I: / sin& j in (3.10). Now let gp’ denote the subaggregate 
of members of .J?‘~ which are intersected by exactly m lines of 2 
(ignoring the N constituent lines of the associated N-figure), and define 
Hp’(q, 67) accordingly. Thus, g;v = UzZO LYp’ and H,(q, 8~) = 
C;=o KC’%, %I). Ag ain by the Poisson independence and the Poisson 
hitting numbers (Section I), the probability that some member of 
LYE’ has successive vertices in dA(z,),..., dA(z,) is 
w/4 m e-Ts/“/m!} + (7,~)~ 5 L;l sin $i dA(z,). 
Application of (5.4T) of [17] in conjunction with (5.1) gives 
fqsh w/T72 - w/4 m e-~“l”/m!>(+)” ~(6) I Sri I + 4 S-r7 I) (5.4) 
a.s. as q -+ co. In fact, (5.4) may be integrated (with respect to v) over 
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arbitrary measurable sets in {q},,r . The key result in the justification 
of this, which is omitted for reasons of space and unnecessary duplication 
with [19], is the asymptotic independence ergodic theorem (AIET) 
stated in Appendix A, which was originally proved in [ 111. Ironically, 
the author overlooked the opportunity of applying it in [14, 15, 171. 
In particular, it may be used to settle in the affirmative the conjecture 
made on p. 20 of [17]. It is planned to include these justifications and 
the proof of the AIET in [19]. Thus, totally integrating (5.4), we have 
as. as q---f GO, where 
From (5.4) and (5.5), we conclude that the ergodic p.d.f. of 7 for the 
members of Pp’ is 
.fyp’(T)) = (l/m! K’N”‘)(T/7T)“‘” S”C’~‘“V(~) (77 E C?lPd (5.7) 
Next we define PtnL) = (J”,=, PF”’ and l?“‘(q) = CT=8 Hj,Y’(q). Our 
primary interest in this work is in B * G g(O), since its members form 
a tessellation of R2, i.e., ignoring an a.s. null set, the members of L?* 
cover R2 without overlapping. Thus, results for other polygon aggregates 
discussed later are expressed in terms of distributions and expectations 
with respect to 8* (these also are starred). It may be proved, utilizing 
the AIET, that (5.5) may be summed over N, to yield 
a.s. as q ---f 00, where 
H(“‘(q)/7@ - K(m) (5.8) 
In this case, we conclude from (5.5) and (5.8) that the ergodic p.m.f. 
of N for Ptrn) is 
f’“‘(~) = K;‘/K(m’ (m -2 0). (5.10) 
Now (5.7) and (5.10) combine to give the p.f. (“probability function,” 
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i.e., combined p.m.f./p.d.f.) of a “uniform random member” of ,!Prn): 
pylv, 7)) = f’“‘(N)f’“‘(7) 1 N) = f’“‘(N)fgq~) 
= (1 /m! JC(“))(T/~~)~+” S”e-TSk([) on tj3hNh. (5.11) 
We now determine certain conditional densities of (5.11). Replacing& 
in (5.7) by S, and setting Li = h,S (i = 2 ,..., IV), yields 
f’“‘(~, s / Iv) = (TN+ym! K (~brN+m) SN+?n-3e-TSln{AN(1 - cos &)I-l fi sin I$~ , 
1 
(5.12) 
where # = (0; #a , X, ;...; &r , h,-,). Since &., , +r, and & (appearing 
in the right side of (5.12)) are mathematically independent of S and, 
given N, the range of (z,/J, S) is the product of the ranges of # and S, 
we conclude that, given N, then zj and S are conditionally independent, 
with 
f’“‘(S 1 N) = (T/7r) N+m--2 SN+m-3e-TS/n/(jjT + m - 3)!, (5.13) 
I.e., gamma distributed with index N + m - 2 and parameter r/n. 
This is a special case of the complementary theorem (5.2OC) of [17]. 
Note that combination of (5.12) and (5.13) yields f(“)(# 1 N, S). 
6. THE CASE m = 0, AND WEIGHTED RANDOM POLYGONS 
We now evaluate K*. On account of the one-to-one correspondence 
between polygons and their lower extreme points, 
H*(q) = w2w (6-l) 
Appealing to the AIET, total integration in (5.2) is possible, yielding 
H2(4>h2 - 2r2/77 (6.2) 
a.s. as q -+ co. Hence, by (5.9, (6.1), and (6.2), we have 
H*(q)/n-q2 4 K* = r2j,, (6.3) 
a.s. as p ---t co. To avoid ambiguity later, we write p(N) -f(N) with 
various affices. Thus, combining (5.6) and (5.10) (with m = 0) with 
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(6.3), and then integrating out with respect to 8, we obtain the (2N - 3)- 
fold integral 
p*(N) = 7+-N (6.4) 
where {f},,1 is defined by (4.2) and (4.3). Thus, 
p”(3) = 2 - (rr2/6) = 0.3551. (6.5) 
An interesting integral identity results upon combining (5.6) and (5.9), 
with m = 0, with (6.3). 
Next we determine the joint distribution of (0, +i) for P*. If the 
orientations of the two lines through the lowest extreme polygon vertex z 
are 0 < 0i’ < 13~’ < n, then ~9~’ = 8, ~9~’ = 7~ - $i + 0. By (5.3), since 
a.s. each vertex is lowest extreme vertex of one and only one polygon 
of 8*, the p.d.f,f(e,‘, 0,‘) = r-l sin(8,’ - 0,‘). Hence, 
f *(O, &) = 7i--l sin $r (0 < e < 41 < 4, 
yielding the marginal densities 
f*(e) = d(~ - cos e), f *(&) = n-l& sin I$, . (6.6) 
By a polygon characteristic we mean a (possibly vector) function 
Y = Y(N, T) h’ h w ic is well behaved (being at least differentiable with 
respect to each coordinate of q for each N). Thus, a characteristic is 
a translation invariant function on the class of polygons in R2. An 
important example from the viewpoint of integral geometry is (N, S, A). 
The values of Y for the members of 8* also conform to an ergodic 
distribution, which may in principle be obtained as follows. Standard 
Jacobian methods may be used to obtain f *(Y ) N) from f *(T / N) for 
each value of N. Then the p.f. f*(N, Y) = p*(N)f *( Y 1 N), from 
which,the marginal p.f. of Y is obtained by summation. The conditional 
p.d.f. f *(S / N) being known ((5.13) with m = 0), knowledge of the 
distribution of N would directly yield knowledge of the joint distribution 
of (N, S). Moments are given by 
E*(Y) = f j 
N=3 ('J)pol 
... j WC rl)~*(W*h I Wdrl- (6.7) 
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If, for the nonnegative scalar characteristic 2, 0 < E*(Z) < 00, then 
a random polygon determined (up to a translation) by the weighted p.f. 
is termed a (random) [Z] polygon. Thus, the superfixes to), [ll, and * 
are equivalent, and a random polygon with the p.f. given by (5.11) is 
an [Sm] polygon. We shall also meet infinite aggregates of polygons for 
which, in a limiting ergodic sense, for various 2, a uniform random 
member is a [Z] polygon; thus, we shall speak of an aggregate of [Z] 
potygons. For a (possibly vector) characteristic Y, 
that is 
f[Zl( Y) = {E*(Z 1 Y)/E*(Z))f *( Y). (6.8) 
Hence, or more directly, 
E[=l( Y) = E*(ZY)/E*(Z). (6.9) 
7. RANDOM [SiAi] POLYGONS 
Index the members of 9#+@)(q, ST) by (Y = I ,..., H$+@)(p, 67) and, 
for each 01, index the distinct partitions of the i + 2j hitting lines of 9 
into j + 1 sets of “sizes” {i, 2 ,..., 2) by /3 = l,..., (l/j!)(:L”(,). Define 
Jao to be I if each pair of the respective j pairs of lines intersect in a 
point within the respective polygon, and to be 0 otherwise. Then 
is a weighted sum of the polygons of 8, (i+2j)(g, a~), the weight ascribed 
to a polygon being the number of distinct choices of j pairs of the 
i + 2j hitting lines for which every pair intersects within the polygon, 
no restriction being placed upon the remaining i lines. This weight 
clearly ranges from 0 to (l/j!)($sf,). The (weighted) aggregate 9ci,j) is 
defined accordingly, and generalizes 9crn) since L?(~,O) = 9’cm). 
Now, given that the polygon P, belongs to 9$+2j)(q, Sq), the i + 2j 
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hitting lines are conditionally independent random secants in P, 
(Section I). Hence, by standard geometrical probability [7, Section 3.11, 
was = 1) = P74’IYfw~j + O(l 617 1). (7.1) 
Using the technique of proof of (5.4T) of [17], it may now be proved, 
using (7.1), that 
a.s. as 4 + co; hence, by (5.4), 
a.s. as Q -+ co. Thus, .GFo$j) is an aggregate of [SAj] polygons. Totally 
integrating and summing (7.2) (this may be justified by the AIET), 
then applying (5.11) with m = 0 and (6.7), we have 
H(iA(q) ++2i+2 p(SiA’) 
------v 
?I2 
&+J+l i ! j !  (7.3) 
as. as 4 4 co; the limit here is the (ergodic) area1 density of the members 
of gci,j) per unit area in R2. 
Next, by evaluating in two different ways the expectation of 
C = C(N, S) = c(N) Saecbs 
for g(iyj), we derive an interesting (ergodic) moment relationship for 
g* itself. By (6.9), 
E[S’Ajl(C) = E*(SiAjC)/E*(SiAj). (7.4) 
Now it may be shown, applying Jacobian methods to (7.2), that the 
conditional ergodic distribution of S given N for Y(i,j) is gamma with 
index N + i + 2j - 2 and parameter T/T, another special case of the 
complementary theorem of [ 171. Hence, alternatively, 
= g2 D(N)fe”‘l(N), (7.5) 
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where 
D z D(N) = 
rQv+a +i+2j-2) 7 ~ NiiG-2 
(,iJ7 + i + 2j _ 3)! (b t !  ((./L))N+(l+iiZi-2 c(N)* 
But, by (6.9), 
f’ D(N)p@‘l(N) = E*(SiAjD)/E*(Si&). 
N=3 
(74 
Hence, combining (7.4)-(7.6), we have 
E*(SiAjC) = E*(FAjD), (7.7) 
provided both moments exist. It was this relationship that was utilized 
in [12, Eq. 41 to relate E*(NA2) and E*(SA2). As an example of (7.7), 
the Laplace transform off*(S), 
E*(e-bs) = E*([l + (dl/T)]2-N}, 
equivalent to (5.13) with m = 0. The further example 
E*{NyTS/n)~} = E*(N”(N + E - 3),} (k, 1 = 0, I,...) (7.8) 
enables any mixed moment E*(WSj) to be expressed as a linear combina- 
tion of {E*(W)} (K = O,..., i +j) or of {E*(S]o} (K = O,..., i + j). Note 
the interesting identity 
E*(Nw) = (7/T?-) E*(N”-w) (k = 1, 2,...). 
8. THE FIRST AND SECOND ORDER MOMENTS OF N, S, AND A 
For the first order moments we appeal to the general ergodic property 
[l 1, 191 that empiric means for 9 * taken over Q(q) a.s. tend to the true 
means as 4 + Co: 
E*(Y) = lim itx Y,)/H*(q)/ 
9 
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by (6.3). Edge effects near aQ(q) are negligible in the limit [l I, 191, 
and are here ignored. Thus, 
E*(A) = Tr/T”. (8.1) 
Since C, Ni = 2H,(q), by (6.2) we have 
E*(N) = 4. (8.2) 
Finally, since the mean length of a random secant of Q(q) is nq/2, we 
have E(& SJ = 2 . 2Tq * (rrq/2). Corresponding as. convergence is 
easily proved, and so 
E*(S) = 2ir/r. (8.3) 
These first order moments are due to Goudsmit [6]. 
Now we determine all six second order moments. In view of (6.2), 
the concept of a “uniform random vertex” of 8* is valid. Thus, suppose 
v is a “uniform random one of the ?cc2 vertices of 8* in Q(a),” 
and that {P,} (i = 1,2, 3,4) are the four members of g* having v as 
vertex, labelled randomly in order around v (i.e., independently, each 
of the eight ways having probability l/8)-see Fig. 3. Define the further 
polygons 
PI2 = PlUP,, p,, = p, CJ p, 1 P,,,, = ; Pi. 
1 
Now ~pCl,O) coincides with g(l), being the aggregate of unions of 
pairs of members of 8* with a common side. Hence, by the theory 
of Section 7, both P,, and Pa, are [S] polygons. Similarly, Y(OJ) is 
the polygon aggregate of unions of sets of four members of 8* possessing 
a common vertex. Hence, again by the theory of Section 7, P,,,, is 
an [A] polygon. It remains to determine the common distribution of Pi 
(; = 1, 2, 3,4). Let H,+(q, 817) be the total number of distinct ways of 
thus selecting an N-gon from PN*(q, S,). Since each member of this 
aggregate is selected N times, H,+(q, 6q)/H,*(q, 8,) -j N a.s. as q - co, 
edge effects being asymptotically negligible. Hence, each Pi is an [N] 
polygon. Of course, all these seven random polygons generated by v 
are highly dependent. 
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FIG. 3. The polygons surrounding a random vertex. 
We have at once the almost sure geometrical random variable identities 
N 1234 = N,2 + N34 - 4 = (c ,lr,) - 12, 
S 1234 = '%2 + s34 --CL23 +L4~) = (1 &) -2(h, fL23 fL34 +-&I), (8.4) 
A 1234 = A,, +A,, = &%, 
where Li,i+l is the length of the side common to Pi and Pi+r (taking 
P, = PI). Equating the expectations of the quantities in (8.4) and 
recalling (Section 1) that each Li,i+l has an exponential (27/r) distribu- 
tion, we obtain 
E*(AN)/E*(A) = 2E*(SN)/E*(S) - 4 = 4E*(Ng)/E*(N) - 12, 
E*(AS)/E*(A) = 2E*(S2)/E*(S) - (2+) = 4E*(NS)/E*(N) - (4+), (8.5) 
E*(A2)/E*(A) = 2E*(SA)/E*(S) = 4E*(NA)/E*(N). 
The first order moments being known, (8.5) serves to interrelate the 
six second order moments. Thus, if we can find the value of any one 
of them, the values of the other five will follow at once. 
It is clear, since L? is stochastically equivalent to “27~0 independent 
random secants of Q(a),” that P,,,, is stochastically equivalent to the 
member of 9’* containing an arbitrary point of R2, and hence to P, , 
the member of 9* containing 0. Thus, P, is an [A] polygon. Using 
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polar coordinates, A, = ff J(r, 0) r dr do, where J(r, f3) indicates whether 
(I, 0) E P, . Taking expectations, 
E*(&)/E*(A) = sj” P{(r, 0) E P,) r dr d0 
e-2Trlrr Y dr = n3/2r2. (84 
Goudsmit [6] obtained (8.6) by a different method. Combining (8.1)- 
(8.3), (8.5), and (8.6), we have all the second order moments of N, S, 
and A: 
E*(N2) = (n2 + 24)/2 E*(S2) = n+r2 + 4)/2~~ E*(A2) = n4/274 
E*(SA) = 7r4/2T3 E*(AN) = n3/29 E*(NS) = n(n2 + 8)/2~. 
Now we present the special cases of (7.8) for lz + 1 = 3 and 4, sub- 
stituting in the values of the first and second order moments just derived: 
(~/n-)~ E*(S3) = (T/T)~ E*(NY) 
= (T/n) E*(NCS) - (5~~12) - 4 = E*(N3) - (3~r~/2) - 28, (8.7) 
(+)a E*(S4) = (+T)~ E*(NS3) + E*(N3) - (3a2/2) - 16 
= (T/T)~ E*(N2S2) + E*(N3) - (3n2/2) - 16 
= (T/T) E*(N3S) - (7r2/2) - 4 
= E*(N4) - 2E*(N3) - (7r2/2) - 4. uw 
For the values of a few third order moments, including E*(A3), see 
[12, p. 9041. 
9. SOME CORRELATIONS BETWEEN NEIGHBOURING POLYGONS 
By taking the expectations of powers of identities like (8.4), certain 
correlations between neighbouring polygons of 8* may be obtained. 
Those we obtain are either between adjacent polygons with a common 
side (e.g., P, and P.J, or between antipodal polygons with a common 
vertex occupying opposite sectors (e.g., P, and P3). We only present 
the more interesting of these relations here. 
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Squaring the identity 
N,, = 4 + Nz - 4, (9.1) 
taking expectations, and substituting from (8.7), we get the “adjacent” 
moment 
E*(N,N,) = (3G/4) + 10 = 17.40. 
Cubing (9.1) (and proceeding in the same manner) yields 
E*(N12N2) = 5E*(N3) + 6n2 + 16. (9.2) 
By squaring N12s4 = (C NJ - 12, we may express an antipodal 
moment in terms of single polygon moments: 
4E*(N,N,) = (T~/T) E*(N2A) - E*(N3) - 3rr2 - 152. 
Indeed, for each such power, such a moment relation results, the order 
of which in N and/or S may be reduced by one on substitution from (7.8). 
Squaring the identity A,, = A, + A,, taking expectations, and 
substituting the values of E*(NA2) and E*(SA2) given in [12], yields 
the adjacent moment 
E*(A,A,) = (l/4)(5+)4. (9.3) 
Now, squaring A,,,, = Ct Ai , taking expectations, and substituting 
the values of E*(A,A,) from (9.3) and E*(A3) and E*(NA2) from [12] 
yields the antipodal moment 
E*(A,A,) = [(a2/21) - (l/4)1(774/74). 
Applying these techniques to identities in S yields results of little 
apparent interest, since moments involving the segment lengths Li,i+l 
appear. 
We now collect together some assorted moment data (CV = coefficient 
of variation, p = correlation coefficient): 
E*(N,) = (r”/S) + 3 = 4.234 
Cov*(N, , N2) = 1 - (n2/64) = 0.846, I (9.4) 
E*(A,) = Tr3/8P, 
E*(A12) = (87r2 - 21) 71’/84~~, 
cv*(A,) = 1.864, 
p*(A, ) A,) = 0.179, 
p*(A1, A3) = 0.123. 
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10. A CLOSER LOOK AT (9(m)} 
For each member of LPc2) the two secants may (case 1) or may not 
(case 2) intersect. Thus, we have the partition 
gm = gql) " gczp, 
into the two topological types, in fact, 9i”z11) = LY’~J). By (6.2), 
ffWl)(~) zzz 9cQ2. 
Since each member of P,,,* is “center N-gon” of N(N - 3)/2 members 
of Y212), we have 
H’212’(co) = E*{N(N - 3)/2) H*(a) = $T~T~co~. 
Hence, for the associated p.f.‘s, 
[l + (9/4)]f’2) = 1 .f’W + (G/4) .f’W, 
that is 
(10.1) 
f’21”’ = (2?/n4)(S3 - 27TA)f*, 
that is, P212) is an aggregate of [S2 - 27rA] polygons. 
The aggregate 9 c3) decomposes into polygons of five distinct topologi- 
cal types-see Fig. 4: 9c3) = ut Yt31j). The entertaining verifications 
of the following computations are left to the reader. 
EP’(co) = p*(3) H*(a) = [2 - (n2/6)] TACOS 
H’yco) = {E*(N/2) - 3p*(3)} H*(m) = [(G/2) - 41 T%l2 
H’yco) = [E*{N(N - 4)) + 3p*(3)] H*(co) = 2T2cd 
wy co) = 2E”((N, - 3)(N2 - 3)) H*( co) = 2Tk92 
(10.2) 
f17’~l~‘(co) = [(l/6) E*{N(N - 4)(N - 5)) -p*(3)] H*(oo) 
= {(l/6) E*(N3) - (7/12) n2 - (20/3)} -r2m2. 
Note that adding these equations yields a special case of (7.3) (in 
conjunction with (8.7)). Analogous to (10.1) is 
607/10/2-S 
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2 3 4 
0 5 
FIG. 4. The five topological types of polygon in P3’. 
Further, since Y(lJ) comprises Y(sli) with multiplicity 3, W31a) with 
multiplicity 2, and P(sls) with multiplicity 1, we have 
2T3SAf */m” = I$ (4 -j) W/j)(cm) f (w/t (4 -j) ~wyco). 
'1 
However, it is clear we have insufficient information with which to 
express the fc31j) in terms off *. Indeed, whether it can be done, even 
in principle, is an interesting question. 
The corresponding theory for L?‘(~) (m 2 4) becomes rapidly more 
complicated as m increases. Thus, there are 19 distinct topological 
types when m = 4 (even identifying types topologically equivalent 
under reflection). The asymptotic value of kP)(q) as 4 + co is obtained 
from (7.3) by setting i = m, j = 0. 
11. THE POINT PROCESS OF VERTICES 
The vertices of 8” constitute an isotropic homogeneous stochastic 
point process in R2 of intensity r2/n. The integral geometric formulas 
of Section 3 yield useful information about the product densities of 
this point process. (The product density gN(zl ,..,, z,) is such that 
the probability that there is a vertex in each of the area elements 
Wz,),..., Wh) is gN(zl ,-., zN) n,” dA(z,) [l]. An interesting applica- 
tion [lo] is the expression of the p.m.f. of the number of “points” 
of a point process in a measurable subset of R2 in terms of integrals 
of the product densities over the subset.) Thus, 
g&2) = +r. (11.1) 
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By (3.8), the contribution to giv(zl ,..., zN) from sets of N lines, through 
zi and zitl (i = l,..., N), is 
(11.2) 
The formulas of Section 3 may be utilized to show that the contribution 
to gN(Z1 ,-.., zN) from sets of N + 1 lines, one through zi and z~+~ 
(i = I,..., N - l), one through zr and one through z,,, , is 
In view of the independence properties of 9, (1 l.l)-(11.3) may be 
utilized to determine gN(zl ,..., zN) for any set z, ,..., zN in which no 
three zi are collinear. Thus, 
g2h > 22) = (?)“% + g 3 
g3(21,22,23) = (s,” fp$J + 4 (I)“$ ’ 22; ’ 
12 
and so on. 
12. RANDOM TRIANGLES 
We now consider the aggregate ~?‘a* of triangles. Rather than 
5 = (z, rl) = (2; 0; 4 7 $2 > J$J, we now use the parametrization 
5’ = (z’, 7)‘) = (2’; I; O,‘, e;, e;), 
where z‘ and I are the incenter and inradius, respectively, and 19~’ 
(0 < Bi’ < 2~) is the polar angle of the perpendicular from z’ to the 
line Li (i = 1, 2, 3). Thus, Bi’ is Bi - 7~ or Bi or fli + 7r, and each 
member of 9,” corresponds to six different parametrizations c’, 
corresponding to the 3! orderings of 1, 2, 3. Since [15, Eq. 581 
where 
/a(pl,e,';p2,e~;p3,s,')/a,'I = /d, 
(T z G($l’, Q,‘, 0,‘) = i sin(8,’ - @~+r) = 4 fi sin i($+, - Q,‘), 
1 1 
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we have the analog, 
a.s. as q --f co, of (5.1) with N = 3. 
Writing now trn) for the event that the incircle is intersected by 
exactly m members of 9 (ignoring the three tangential members), the 
counterpart of (5.4) with N = 3 is 
I@)(*, Sq’)/n-q2 -+ ((271)” e-““/m!}(T/57) ( u 1 j 67 1 + o(l 61’ I) 
a.s. as q -+ co. Now the associated triangle is an intriangle of B* iff f”J 
occurs and there is no semicircle of the incircle containing all three 
tangent contact points (we write 0 for the corresponding range of 
(&‘, 02’, &‘)). Hence, after normalizing by (6.3), the ergodic p.d.f. of 7’ 
for the 3-figures corresponding to the intriangles of 8* is 
f *(I; O,‘, fV2’, 0,‘) = 27ee2T’ * / u l/l 2a2 v 2 0, w, e2 , 0,‘) E 0). 
Here I and (e,‘, e2’, 0,‘) are (ergodically) independent, with p.d.f.‘s as 
indicated (dots here and later indicate the factorization, by independence, 
of joint p.d.f.‘s into products of marginal p.d.f.‘s). Note that I has 
the same exponential (27) distribution as the distance from an arbitrary 
point of R2 to the nearest line of 9. If the interior angles of the intriangle 
corresponding to &‘, 2, 3 8 ’ 0 ’ are 01, /3, y, respectively, then ( 0 1 = 
4 n COS(CX/~) = 4 cos(ol/2) cos(/3/2) cos(7/2). For fixed OS’, the trans- 
formation (e,‘, e,‘) -+ (a, /3) is 2 : 1, with 1 a(a, p)/a(e,‘, 0,‘)l = 1 on 
each branch. Hence, the (ergodic) p.d.f. of (1; a!,@; 0,‘) corresponding 
to the intriangles of L?‘* is 
f *(I; 01, p; e,‘) = 2pe-2Dr . (4/3~7) n ~0442) . (l/24 on Y, (12.1) 
where Y = (0, co) x @X (0,2~) and @ = ((a, ,B): 01 > 0, ,5 > 0, a+B < T]. 
Now, given an intriangle of B* with coordinates (I; a, ,8; tY3’), the 
conditional distribution of the number of lines of 9 hitting it (but not, 
of course, the incircle) is Poisson ((TS/T) - 271). Hence, 
!*(I; a, pi 8; 1 N = 3) 
= f*(~; ~1,8; 0,‘) p*(3 I 1; 01, pi e,yp*m 
= {16~/(12- r2)} exp [(-2T1/v) n cot(a/2)] n cos(ol/%) * (l/277) on Y. 
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This is the joint p.d.f. of (I; 01, /3; 0,‘) for the triangles of 8*, in which 
I and (01, p) are dependent. However, replacing I by S, we obtain 
f*(S; a, /3; 0; / N = 3) = (T/T) ecTs/r .(&r/(12 -7?)}flsin(ol/2) . (112~) on !P 
=f*(SlN = 3).f*(a,p 1 N = 3)-f*p,'jN = 3). 
Thus, the effect of the condition N = 3 is to change the independent 
pair from I and (cy, p) to S and (LX, fi), and to change the density of (a, /3) 
from cc JJ cos(42) to CC n sin(ir/2)! These and other triangle distribu- 
tions are compared in Appendix B. Of course, the exponential distribu- 
tion of 5’ is contained in the more general result (5.13). Since 
we have 
s = 2rJj cot(ol/2), A = 22 )J cot(cd/2), (12.2) 
. . . (i + 2Y 7rit3(25 - 36 In 2) = = 2(12 - +y,i+z (i = 0, I,...). 
Thus, applying (6.8), we have 
p["l(3) = (25 - 36 In 2) n2/6 = 0.0768, 
@""l(3) = 25 - 36 In2 = 0.0467. 
Similarly, using (5.13), 
@"l(3) = (3/2) - (7~~18) = 0.2662, 
p["l(3) = 1 - (d/12) = 0.1775, 
p"'(3) = 2(12 - 7?)/3(4 + 572) = 0.1001, 
p[s2-2nAl(3) = (S/d) - (52/3) + 24 In2 = 0.1128. 
These values may be compared with that of p*(3) given in (6.5). 
Next we consider the behavior off*(A) at the origin, more precisely 
the behavior off*(B) as B J, 0, where B = A1i2. By (12.1) and (12.2), 
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where j R 1 < 2+V n cot(ol/2). Integrating, we obtain 
as B 4 0. Utilizing 
- (12.3) 
f *(I; 01, 8; ‘2’ 1 N 3 4, = ,(,;“- 6) /exp( -271) - exp [ - $ n cot(,j2)] 1 
X [n cos(cJ2)] . -& on Y, (12.4) 
we may similarly prove that 
f*(Bn I N 3 4) = (4T2/7r) Bd + O(BA2) 
as Bd J, 0, where BA is the square root of the area of the associated 
intriangle. It also follows from (12.4) that f *(I 1 N > 4) 4 0 and 
(d/dl)f *(I 1 N > 4) t 00 as I J, 0. Since, for every member of 8*, 
d2 < B2 < Bd2, we have 
and 
f*(B I N b 4) 4 0 
$ f *(3 I N b 4) - (4T2/7+t for somex > 1, 
(12.5) 
as B 4 0. Hence, by (6.5), (12.3), and (12.5), 
and 
f*(B) IBzo+ = (4(2)1/2/a) i’(+ (fl sin oi)“‘da d/3 
0 
&f*(B) IB=o+ t (2~~/3n)(r~ - 12). 
The consequences of these relations for f*(A) are easily determined. 
Perhaps the most interesting question here is whether df*(B)/dB is 
bounded as B 4 0. This will occur iff df*(B ) N >, 4)/dB is bounded 
as B 4 0. Now A, exceeds n12 by the sum of the areas of three triangle- 
like “sectors.” Clearlyp*(4 1 N > 4, B) t 1 as B 4 0. Hence, for small A, 
with probability increasing to unity, A exceeds n12 by the sum of the 
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areas of two of these sectors together with a portion of the third sector. 
It seems more likely, then, that the behavior at the origin off *(B 1 N >, 4) 
is more like that off *(B, / N >, 4) than that off *(I / N > 4), hence, 
that df *(B)/dB is bounded as B 4 0. 
Now 
P*(a random intriangle is hit by just one line / I; 01, p; &‘) 
(12.6) 
Integrating (12.6) with respect to the p.d.f. (12.1), we obtain 
P*(N = 4, and no further line hits the intriangle) 
= P*(a random intriangle is hit by just one line) 
= .‘. = 2 - ~P[(17/2) - 12 In 21 = 0.2014. 
It follows that 
P*(a random intriangle is hit by at least two lines) 
= 9[(26/3) - 12 In 21 - 3 = 0.4435. 
13. CERTAIN USEFUL STOCHASTIC CONSTRUCTIONS OF 
*, [IV], [S], AND [A] POLYGONS 
For bounded X C R2, let P{X} d enote the (convex) polygonal intersec- 
tion of all those (open) half-planes, bounded by lines of 9, which 
contain X; thus, X C P{X} and P{(O)} = P, . 
The “Incircle” Stochastic Construction of a * Polygon 
(i) T is a random triangle with incenter at 0 and distribution 
given by (12.1); Q(1) is its incircle. 
(ii) Independently, P{Q(I)} is constructed. 
Then (up to a translation) T n P{Q(I)} is a * polygon. 
We are here using the fact, stemming from the Poisson structure, 
that the occurrence of an incircle of Y* imposes no condition on the 
lines of 9 outside (and not tangential to) the incircle. 
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Now let U(o) denote the (open) sector of R2 swept out as the ray 
along the positive x-axis rotates anticlockwise about 0 through an 
angle w (0 < w < 7r), and define U(257) = R2. 
“Sector” Stochastic Constructions of *, [N], [S], and [A] Polygons 
(i) The angle w is 
(a) random, with p.d.f. 
[l - (w/77-)] sin w on (0, 4; 
(b) random, with p.d.f. 
fr sin w on (0,4; 
cc> =; 
(d) 297. 
(13.1) 
(13.2) 
(ii) Independently, P, is generated. 
(iii) The random polygon P is U(w) n P, rotated (independently) 
through a uniform random angle in (0,255-) about 0. 
Then (up to a translation) P is of the following types: (a) *; (b) [A/j; 
(4 [Sl; and (4 [Al. 
As in the incircle construction, we appeal in all these four cases to 
the extreme independence properties of 9. It follows on comparing 
(6.6) and (13.1) that case a describes the construction of a * polygon 
with respect to its extreme vertex in an isotropic random direction, 
Cases b-d follow at once from (5.3) and the theory of Section 8. 
“Edge” Stochastic Constructions of *, [N], and [S] Polygons 
Let W(Z) denote the segment of the x-axis between (0,O) and (I, 0), 
and let Y(Z, 4, +) d enote the subset of {y > 0} bounded by W(Z) and 
rays through (0,O) and (I, 0) making interior angles (b and $J, respectively, 
with W(Z) (0 < 4, # < n). 
(i) The random variables I, 4 and 4 are mutually independent, 
with the following distributions: 
(a) I is exponential (27/n), r$ has p.d.f. (13.1) and # p.d.f. (13.2). 
(b) I is exponential (27/7r), while both # and 4 have the p.d.f. 
(13.2). 
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(c) 1 is gamma with index 2 and parameter 27/n, while both 
$ and #J have the p.d.f. (13.2). 
(ii) Independently, given (i), P(W(E)) is defined as previously. 
(iii) The random polygon P is Y(Z, $, zj) n P{W(Z)} rotated 
(independently) through a uniform random angle in (0,25~) about 0. 
Then (up to a translation) P is of the following types: (a) *; (b) [N]; 
and (c) [S]. 
These edge constructions follow from the sector constructions by 
considering the position of the first vertex on an arbitrary one of the 
bounding rays of U(w). 
14. APPLICATIONS OF THE STOCHASTIC CONSTRUCTIONS OF SECTION 13 
First, we apply the sector construction of an [S] polygon to determine 
a fourfold integral for E*(N2S) and, hence, in view of (8.7), fourfold 
integrals for E*(N3), E*(NS2), and E*(S3) also. Knowledge of these 
values would yield the quantities in Eqs. (8.8), (9.2), and (10.2), and 
would further yield the correlation coefficient of Ni and N, , cf. (9.4). 
Omitting, as we may, the final rotation in stage iii of the construction, 
we have 
N(P) = 2 + M, (14.1) 
where M is the number of vertices in {y > 01. Taking expectations, 
we have E*(SN)/E*(S) = 2 + E(M), that is E(M) = n2/4. Squaring 
(14.1) and taking expectations, we similarly obtain 
E*(N2S) = (2+){7r2 + 4 + E(M2)}. (14.2) 
Now, 
E(M2) = Jr im j- Jrn p(r, A; s, p) dr dh ds dp, (14.3) 
0 0 0 0 
where the integrand is the probability that there are vertices of 9 in 
both the polar area elements r dr dh and s ds dp. After a straightforward 
analysis too long for inclusion here, we find 
I+, k s, P) = exp{-(+)(y + s + t)l 
. ((+)“(77 - 01 - sin CL)(V - j3 - sin /I) 
+ (+,)“[(l + cos a)(1 + cm /q/q}, (14.4) 
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where, in the triangle with vertices 0, (Y, A) and (s, CL), t is the length 
of the side opposite 0, and 01, /3 are the interior angles opposite (I, A) 
and (s, p), respectively. The exponential term in (14.4) is the probability 
that the triangle is not hit, while the terms containing the factors (T/T)~ 
and (T/~T)~ correspond to the cases in which the vertices in the two area 
elements stem from two distinct pairs of lines and from one common 
and two other lines, respectively. Note how (11.3) with N = 2 is 
relevant in the latter case. Com6ination of (14.2)-(14.4) yields a fourfold 
integral for E*(lPS), which evidently must be integrated by numerical 
methods. 
Next we apply the edge construction of an [N] polygon to obtain 
a threefold integral for p*(4), an improvement on the fivefold integral 
resulting from the general expression (6.4) for p*(N). First we note 
that, by (6.8) and (8.2), @“‘l(4) = p*(4). Let R6 and Rti denote the 
portions of the rays emanating at angles 4 and # up to their intersection 
point, i.e., the entire rays if 4 + # 3 7~. For N to be 4, it is necessary 
and sufficient that there be a random line intersecting both R$ and RI 
and that the quadrangle so formed be not intersected by any other 
random line-see Fig. 5. Since the construction itself ensures that W(Z) 
is not intersected, we have 
PrN1(4 1 I, 6 $1 = 11 expi-(T/r)(a + 6 + c - Z)}(T/T) dp do, 
FIG. 5. Illustrating the method of computing a 3-fold integral for the probability that 
a random polygon has 4 sides. 
where the integral extends over all lines intersecting both RB and RIL . 
Thus, a fivefold integral results from totally integrating p[lvl(4 1 Z, 4, J/J) 
with respect to the appropriate joint p.d.f. of (I, 4, I/) given in Section 13. 
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In fact, two of these integrations are elementary, the final result being 
where 
u = cosec($ - 0) - cot(+ - 0) - cot(8 + 4) + cosec(8 + #), 
2, = 1 + cos @ - sin B cot(t) + $I) + sin B cosec(0 + $), 
and 
w L- 1 + cos B - sin 8 cot(0 + I/J) + sin 0 cosec(0 + $J) + sin * cosec($ + 4) 
- cos(+ - 0) sin * cosec(+ + q!~) - sin * sin(+ - 19) cosec(+ + y!~) cot(0 + #) 
+ sin 4 sin(+ - f3) cosec(q5 + $J) cosec(0 + $). 
Again, numerical integration is indicated (a Monte Carlo study [3] has 
shown that p*(4) is the largest p*(N), its value to two significant figures 
being 0.38). 
Finally we sketch a method of obtaining recurrence-integral relations 
for the d.f.‘s F[“l(N, S, A 1 I, 4, #) by means of the edge construction. 
In principle, their solution would lead to the fundamental p.f. 
f *(N, S&l), sincePNl(N, S,A) is the total integral ofFtN1(N, S, A 1 I, 4, #) 
with respect to the joint p.d.f. of (I, 4, $I) given in Section 13, and, 
by (6.8) and (8.2), f*(N, S, A) = (4/N)frNl(N, S, A). Describe 
$+#<nand4+#>, n as the cases I and II, respectively. We 
consider the “first” line hitting Rb . 
Figure 6 illustrates how the recurrence relations are obtained, the 
introduction of this first line yielding a new “(I, 4, #)-state” for the 
stochastic construction of the required polygon. The four basic types 
of transition between states are shown, the old and new states being 
shown in solid and broken line, respectively. An N-gon is obtained 
after N - 2 transitions, the last of these being of type i. For brevity, 
we omit the recurrence-integral relations, which involve calculating the 
differences in N, S, and A due to a transition. We content ourselves 
with deriving the probability distribution of the first line hitting Rm, 
which is clearly required in the analysis. 
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(i) I -+ termination (“no hit”) 
(ii) I + I 
(iii) II + I 
(iv) II + II 
FIG. 6. The possible transitions in the sequential construction, by consecutive sides, 
of a random polygon. 
First, consider case II. Without the condition that this line does not 
hit W(Z)-see Fig. 7-the joint p.d.f. of (k, A) is 
f(k, A) = f(k) -f(h) = (27/n) exp(-2+) * Q sin X (k > 0, 0 < x < 5-r). 
With the condition, k and 1 become dependent: 
f(R, h / Z, 4) cc exp( -2+-) sin X (k 3 0, 0 < A < A&k)). (14.5) 
FIG. 7. The first line hitting R, 
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In case I, the distribution of (k, Z) becomes defective. (14.5) prevails, 
but withf(k, X 1 1, 4) replaced byf(Fz, h 1 1, 4, #) and with k 3 0 replaced 
by 0 < k < k, , where k, is the length of Rd. 
APPENDIX A: THE ASYMPTOTIC INDEPENDENCE ERGODIC THEOREM 
The following theorem underlies certain steps in Sections 5-7, and 
is taken from the author’s doctoral thesis [l I]. For convenience, we 
give its planar form (which differs only trivially from its multidimen- 
sional form). 
The AIET 
Suppose X(x) ( x E R2) is a measurable, strictly stationary, planar 
stochastic process, with E IX(x)\ = E IX(O)1 < CO, and define the 
empiric means 
&(c, 4) = h2Y J-c,,, J X(x) Qwx) (CER2, q > 0). 
Suppose further that, for q > 0, there is a vector function c(q) and an 
event function M(g), for which P(M(q)) ---f 1 as q -+ 00, such that, 
given M(q), then E&t q) and E,(c(q), q) are conditionally independent, 
Then 
a.s. as q ---f co. 
APPENDIX B: COMPARISON OF TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTIONS 
As usual, (ol, /3) represent two “arbitrary” interior triangle angles, 
its range being the triangle @ = {a > 0, /3 > 0, 01 + /I < n}. We here 
compare the distributions of 
(i) the intriangles of 9*; 
(ii) the triangles of 9*; and 
(iii) the triangles of the random triangular tessellation 3 of R2 
with respect to the standard planar Poisson point process (of intensity p) 
discussed in [14]. 
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All three cases possess the properties that their distributions are 
determined (up to a Euclidean motion) by the joint distribution of 
(2; CX, p), where 2 is a positive linear triangle characteristic; that the 
p.d.f. of (ol, 8) is symmetrical in 01, /3 and y (= rr - 01 - p); and that 
2 and (LX, /3) are independent. In the three cases, 2 is (i) the inradius I; 
(ii) the perimeter S; and (iii) the circumradius R. These distributions, 
and other quantities of interest, are given in Table I. 
TABLE I 
(i) Intriangles of B (ii) Triangles of B (iii) 9 
f(1) = 27eez71 f(S) = (7/7r)e-7s/v f(R) = 2(np)2R3e-npR2 
f(% 4 (1/37r)C sin a {2/(12 - r”)}{(x cos a) - l} (2/37)x sin 2a 
Mean and mode (n/3, v/3) (r/3, n/3) (T/3> d3) 
Density at mode (3)““/2v = 0.276 (12 - x2)-l = 0.469 (3)qr = 0.551 
E(S) cc + (32/3~)p-‘1~ 
E(A) co d(25 - 36 In 2)/(12 - TP)G 1/2p 
f(a) (1/37r){(r - a) sin 01 {2/(12 - +)}{2 sin 01 (2/3n){(r - m) sin 2ar 
+ 2(1 + cm a)) - (77 - a)(1 - cos a)} -cos2ar + I} 
Mean r/3 d3 r/3 
cv 0.626 0.526 0.490 
Mode 39”18’ 46”26’ 51”16 
Density at mode 0.541 0.679 0.724 
FIG. 8. The probability density functions of four types of random triangle angle. 
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Incidentally (case iv), for a random triangle whose vertices are inde- 
pendent uniform random points on the circumference of a circle, 
.f(% P> = 2/73 and f(a) = 2(7~ - ~l)jG. 
The four marginal densities of 01 are shown in Fig. 8. 
Finally, we give an isolated result in case ii. If a, b are two “arbitrary” 
sides of the triangle, then it may be shown by the standard Jacobian 
method applied tof(ol, /3) = ~(Lx, /3 1 S) that the conditional density 
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